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GENERAL DISCLAIMER
This Business Plan contains privileged and confidential information and
unauthorized use of this information in any manner is strictly prohibited. If you are
not the intended recipient, please notify the sender immediately. This Business Plan
is for informational purposes and not intended to be a general solicitation or a
securities offering of any kind. The information contained herein is from sources
believed to be reliable, however no representation by Sponsor(s), either expressed or
implied, is made as to the accuracy of any information on this property and all
investors should conduct their own research to determine the accuracy of any
statements made. An investment in this offering will be a speculative investment and
subject to significant risks and therefore investors are encouraged to consult with
their personal legal and tax advisors. Neither the Sponsor(s), nor their
representatives, officers, employees, affiliates, sub-contractor or vendors provide tax,
legal or investment advice. Nothing in this document is intended to be or should be
construed as such advice.

The SEC has not passed upon the merits of or given its approval to the securities, the
terms of the offering, or the accuracy or completeness of any offering materials.
However, prior to making any decision to contribute capital, all investors must review
and execute the Private Placement Memorandum and related offering documents.
The securities are subject to legal restrictions on transfer and resale and investors
should not assume they will be able to resell their securities. 

Potential investors and other readers are also cautioned that these forward-looking
statements are predictions only based on current information, assumptions and
expectations that are inherently subject to risks and uncertainties that could cause
future events or results to differ materially from those set forth or implied by such
forward-looking statements. These forward-looking statements can be identified by
the use of forward-looking terminology, such as “may,” “will,” “seek,” “should,”
“expect,” “anticipate,” “project, “estimate,” “intend,” “continue,” or “believe” or the
negatives thereof or other variations thereon or comparable terminology. These
forward-looking statements are only made as of the date of this executive summary
and Sponsors undertake no obligation to publicly update such forward-looking
statements to reflect subsequent events or circumstances.
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FINANCIAL DISCLAIMER
This Business Plan further contains several future financial projections and forecasts.
These estimated projections are based on numerous assumptions and hypothetical
scenarios and Sponsor(s) explicitly makes no representation or warranty of any kind
with respect to any financial projection or forecast delivered in connection with the
Offering or any of the assumptions underlying them.

This Business Plan further contains performance data that represents past
performances. Past performance does not guarantee future results. Current
performance may be lower or higher than the performance data presented.

All return examples provided are based on assumptions and expectations in light of
currently available information, industry trends and comparisons to competitor’s
financials. Therefore, actual performance may, and most likely will, substantially
differ from these projections and no guarantee is presented or implied as to the
accuracy of specific forecasts, projections or predictive statements contained in this
Business Plan. The Sponsor further makes no representations or warranties that any
investor will, or is likely to, achieve profits similar to those shown in the pro-formas
or other financial projections.
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CC6 SHARES 2022, LP 
 EXCUTIVE SUMMARY
 CC6 Shares 2022, LP (the “Company”) seeks to raise $27,600,000 in order to purchase and

operate a package of up to sixteen (16) Mobile CO2 Transmission Pipeline units. (collectively

the “Carbon Capture Units”).. These Carbon Capture Units will be leased to a natural gas

producer to facilitate two (2) important functions. 

First, the removal of CO2 from gas streams at the wellsite or the site of the transmission

pipeline (i.e. carbon capture), and second, the reinjection of CO2 saturated solvent into the

wells (this process is a form of carbon dioxide sequestration) to facilitate ‘Enhanced Oil

Recovery (“EOR”) which allows natural oil & gas producers to extract additional oil & gas

from the wells than they otherwise would be able to extract.

Why Natural Gas Producers 
Need Carbon Capture Units

The Carbon Capture Units provide both carbon capture and sequestration, as well as
Enhanced Oil Recovery thereby increasing natural gas producer revenues.

Carbon Capture and Sequestration. Carbon capture and carbon sequestration is the process
of separating and capturing the CO2 before it enters the atmosphere, transporting it, and
storing it in underground geological formations. The aim has always been to prevent the
release of CO2 into the atmosphere where critics claim it influences climate change. 

Traditionally, transportation has been a long and costly process involving capturing the CO2
at the well site and then transporting it (via traditional trucks or sophisticated pipeline
routes) to large processing facilities miles away. As opposed to capturing and storing CO2 in
underground reservoirs, we (along with our strategic partner, (Clean Energy Technology
Association, Inc (“CETA”)) see recycling of CO2 as a more sensible way to go. 

The Carbon Capture Units capture and on-site delivery for injection at any oil or gas recovery
source is a more practical and economical way of accomplishing CO2 removal wherever
needed. The Carbon Capture Units cost-effectively separate, capture, and deliver CO2 for
direct use without the necessity of underground storage of expensive transportation.
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ENHANCED
OIL
RECOVERY

Once the CO2 is captured at the well site, the CO2 is re-injected back into the wells in order to extract

additional oil from the depleted wells. This enhanced oil recovery process allows the natural gas

producers to extract additional oil and natural gas barrels that they otherwise would have without the

CO2 injection. This increases their revenues and the Company shares in the revenues of every

additional barrel of oil and natural gas produced by the well.

The solvent, injected under pressure, breaks up the shale formation releasing the trapped oil and gas.

The CO2 enhances this process as it heats up by providing additional kinetic energy to the fracking

process. To truly understand this amazing physical process whereby the CO2 literally pushes and

extracts the natural gas from the basin to the wells, we encourage you to review this 5 min video

depicting the process in a science class experiment. (You can start at the 2:40 min mark).

https://bit.ly/3z9olbc.

As you can see, the CO2 forces the oil or natural gas

that is trapped within the rocks of the basin and forces

the oil out into the well.
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HOW CARBON CAPTURE
UNITS WORK
The Carbon Capture Units represent patented technology designed and developed by
CETA and are mounted on a single tractor-trailer bed, designed to be attached directly
to a gas well or pipeline.  The Carbon Capture Units use a proprietary solvent
(CETASolveTM) to absorb the CO2.  The saturated CETASolveTM can then be used for
enhanced oil recovery. This is a disruptive new technology that is changing the way
that natural gas is processed.  

This solvent will be utilized initially to capture CO2 out of pipelines to make the gas
stream more marketable by capturing over 85 to 92.5% of the CO2. The CO2 is then
absorbed into the solvent which the Company remains the owner. The Solvent with
CO2 captured and absorbed is then reinjected into natural gas producer’s oil and gas
wells to improve production in that same geographic area.

High Demand. Carbon capture and sequestration are currently in high demand as oil
and gas companies are being pressured to lower their carbon footprint, maximize
existing well production, and lower the cost of production. The Carbon Capture Units
are a patented technology operated by CETA, which is in very high demand from oil
and gas producers currently  operating in
the Permian Basin in Texas, as well as
independent well owners, power plants, 
and the Department of Energy. 

Freedom Impact Consulting placed the first
two (2) Carbon Capture Units at the end of
2019, sixteen (16) in 2020, fifty-two (52) in
2021, and one hundred (100) in 2022.
 
The market for portable equipment within
the CO2 capture space is clearly present.

 

Roy Hill, CEO - CETA
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PARTNERSHIP

CC6 will hire and enter into an operating agreement with Clean Energy Technology Association Inc

(“CETA”) to secure the leasing contracts with the natural gas producer, maintain the Carbon Capture

Units, handle all operations of the Carbon Capture Units, including liaising with the producer on our

behalf, handling all accounting, providing us with the CETASolve,™ and actually inject the CETASolveTM

into the wells on behalf of CC6. In return, CC6 will get a percentage of owned production from the injected

wells that they are to be paid a flat amount per barrel based on this economic model. All revenue shall flow

through CETA, who will take its share of the profits via a Management Fee from the revenues and provide

CC6 with its profit share. 

CC6 will receive revenue from the CETA operating agreement that assigns to us the lease agreement with

natural gas producer for the CO2 removal from gas streams and the enhanced oil recovery. The lease

revenue we receive is not a flat fee, but rather a percentage of additional oil and gas revenue generated by

the natural gas producers using our saturated solvent for enhanced oil and gas recovery (EOR). The

baseline minimum revenue is calculated based on the volume of solvent used to absorb CO2 from the gas

stream and is paid quarterly. Every six months the actual amount of enhanced gas and oil production is

tallied and the actual percentage above the baseline is paid to us. 
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The  Company seeks to purchase and operate a package of sixteen Mobile CO2 Transmission
Pipeline Units. The equipment will then be leased to oil and gas producers, allowing them to
remove CO2 from a gas stream at the wellsite or the pipeline rather than incurring the costs of
transporting the gas for processing. The Company, who will establish a ‘working interest’ in the
wells, will then share in the revenue from the enhanced oil production.

The equipment cost is $1,725,000 for sixteen (16) CO2 Transmission Pipelines for a total of
$27,600,000. The $13,800,000 equity raise from investors will cover the down payment, with a
recourse loan for the remaining $13,800,000 obtained from CETA.

The loan will be partially recourse to investors up to the investment amount and will have a 3-
year term at an 8.5% interest. The Company anticipates the quarterly loan payments to be
approximately $3,558,567 which will result in lower revenues to the Company in the first
three(3) years.

EQUIPMENT PACKAGE 
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Operator Contract and Revenue Waterfall Chart
The Company’s operator agreement with CETA is the source of the Company’s revenue. CETA
has entered into the lease contracts with the oil and gas companies leasing our units, which in
turn creates the ‘working interest’ in the wells. The master lease agreement is then sub-leased
to the Company. CETA will maintain and handle all operations of the Carbon Capture Units,
including liaising with the producer on our behalf, handling all accounting, providing the
CETASolveTM and managing the various processes involved in this project. 
In exchange, the Company will pay CETA a Management Fee for their services. The Management
Fee shall range from 35% to 65% of revenues of the Carbon Capture Units depending on the net
revenues that the units produce. 

The waterfall Management Fee is as follows:
(a) 35% until net revenue to the Company reaches 1.5x the investment;
(b) 50% for revenue to the Company from 1.5x and 2x the investment; and
(c) 65% after net revenue to the Company exceeds 2x the investment.

Investors will be paid out of revenue from CETA. The order of revenue distribution is as follows:

1) The Company will make Loan payments for 12 quarters (3 years);
2) Investors will receive a preferred return of $10,000 per quarter for every $100,000 investment;
3) All remaining cash flow, if any, will be paid to Sponsors.

EQUIPMENT PACKAGE &
CAPITAL FUNDING 

EQUIPMENT PACKAGE &
CAPITAL FUNDING 
 CAPITAL FUNDING 
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Revenues. For each $100,000 investment, prospective investors will receive preferred
returns in the form of a quarterly preferred return of $10,000 for 7 years (i.e., 28
payments). The full $280,000 includes return of principle ($100,000) plus preferred return
payment of $180,000.

At the conclusion of the 7 years, the Company will redeem investor shares for $1 and
investors will no longer be part of the Company and Sponsors will retain sole ownership of
the Company. The first full quarterly payment will not happen until about 8-12 weeks
following the end of the first Full quarter of unit operation. Any shortfall of funds to make
a full quarterly payout will be made up in the following quarter until fully paid. 

Leverage. Each prospective investor will need to sign a personal guarantee for the amount
of their investment against the promissory note in order to qualify for the tax deduction
against ordinary income. The loan exposure and the unlimited liability of being a general
partner of the Company is what should allow each investor to maximize his or her tax
benefits. After approximately one year, prospective investors will move from general
partnership to limited partnership thus removing the unlimited liability portion of the
investment.

Tax Deductions Against Ordinary or W2 Income. Since all the revenue from this
investment is derived from oil and gas production and the investors are general partners
with a working interest in all the means of production the bonus depreciation , according
to the Company’s CPA, is deductible against ordinary or W2 income. As mentioned above,
in order to maximize this tax deduction, investors must personally guarantee the full
amount of the bonus depreciation on the loan in order to establish their basis for
deduction. In order for the full deduction to be realized Sponsors will not charge any fees
or expenses to the Company. Those expenses will be borne by the Sponsor through its
managing general partner’s share. We recommend that you check with your accountant on
this issue as we are in no way acting as tax advisors.

REVENUE SHARES AND TAX BENEFIT

First Quarterly Payment will be prorated by the number of days that the
investment is active in the quarter. The balance of the preferred
quarterly payment will be made at the end of the 7-year payment period.

1 At the conclusion of the 7 years or $280,000 return, the Sponsor will exercise a call option which will not include the return of the initial principal.
2 Please check with your tax and legal professional as Manager is relying on information received from its own tax professional and does not provide tax or legal advice
and the above is not intended to or should be construed as such advice. Your specific circumstances may vary. 
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Bonus Depreciation. Starting in 2023 the maximum bonus depreciation in year 1 will be
80% and will reduce by 20% each subsequent year. We will be using 50% leverage which
will allow for the depreciation schedule shown in the table below. It shows two schedules
for depreciation. One for mid-year convention used for funds in quarter 1-3 and one for
the mid-quarter convention used for funds in quarter 4. As the loan is repaid, the investor
will pay tax on the repayment of principle in the first 2 years. The principle repayment will
behave as phantom income. The investor will pay tax on this loan repayment even though
they don’t directly receive the income.

To assist your tax professional, we have provided the following information on how the
various provisions in the tax code may apply to this project: 

Law: Section 469(c)(3) exempts “any working interest in any oil or gas property which the
taxpayer holds directly or through an entity which does not limit the liability of the taxpayer
with respect to such interest” from being considered a “passive activity.” Further, Sec. 469(c)
(4) states that the prior sentence “shall be applied without regard to whether or not the
taxpayer materially participates in the activity.” 
Additionally, Under Reg § 1.469-1(e)(4)(iv) a working interest in oil or gas property is defined
by reference to the depletion rules. These rules cover “minerals in place,” including ores of
metals, coal, oil, gas, and all other natural metallic and nonmetallic deposit. “
From section 469(c)(3) regarding income in subsequent years

(B)Income in subsequent years
If any taxpayer has any loss for any taxable year from a working interest in any oil or gas
property which is treated as a loss which is not from a passive activity, then any net income
from such property (or any property the basis of which is determined in whole or in part by
reference to the basis of such property) for any succeeding taxable year shall be treated as
income of the taxpayer which is not from a passive activity.Sam
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Notes on Proforma

The Proforma reflects an estimate of returns starting at the first full quarter of operation. Any initial
quarters of partial deployment are not included. Full deployments are usually around 65-70 days of
operation in a quarter. 

The revenue line is based on the average annual return of Transmission Pipeline units. The revenue
line reflects the low end of the averages. Of course, past performance is no guarantee of future results,
it is important for investors to know what the underlying revenue assumption is. Manager has not been
able to independently confirm this number so there are no assurances these figures will be attained. In
fact there may be a variance of 50% or more from these projections. 

Per Manager’s tax professional, 168% investment is deductible against ordinary
income in year 1. The remaining depreciation follow the table above

Per Manager’s tax professional, with the 50% leverage, the full bonus depreciation
should be as follows: $100,000 investment for investors would yield $168,000 in
bonus depreciation in a year against ordinary or W2 income. In subsequent years
bonus depreciation can be taken against income for that year

There is an annual 15% depletion allowance on the solvent, oil, and gas revenue. This
benefit will be allocated to the managing partner’s share to offset project expenses.

 Tax Benefits Summary
 

The following Proforma estimates 7 years of revenue.

3 Please check with your tax and legal professional as Manager is relying on information received from its own tax professional and does not provide tax or legal advice
and the above is not intended to or should be construed as such advice. Your specific circumstances may vary.  
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The operating agreement with CETA is the source of revenue for the project. In this
section, we will explain how the baseline revenue is calculated. The baseline revenue is
simply the minimum quarterly revenue we will receive. Ultimately, CC6 receives a
profit share of the excess oil profits the natural gas producer makes as a result of the
use of our technology. The minimum baseline is a credit against the profit share. 

First, there is a service fee of $20 per barrel of CETASolveTM based on daily usage rates
and the number of days of operation per quarter. 

Next, the baseline enhanced oil recovery revenue is calculated based on the average
daily usage of CETAsolve barrels. The cost of a CETASolveTM barrel is $73.50 and a
barrel of saturated CETASolveTM is sold for $96.50 which sets the baseline of the
project’s percentage of enhanced oil and gas production. Each CO2 saturated
CETAsolve barrel for enhanced oil recovery derives a baseline revenue of $23 per
barrel. 

Then, every six months the project receives the percentage of enhanced recovery
revenue earned above the baseline 
percentage. For our project the estimated 
proforma revenue was based on actual 
revenue from Freedom Energy Funds 2 
CO2NOMAD units and adjusted for the 
capacity differences. 

There are several factors that will affect 
revenue. The number of barrels used per 
quarter will vary. The concentration of 
CO2 in the gas stream will determine the 
usage rate of CETAsolve. We will 
experience set-up and deployment 
time in our first quarter which will affect
 revenue. 

Normally, the equipment is 
operating an average of 81 days per 
quarter once the unit has been 
fully deployed. The saturated CETAsolve 
can also be recycled more than once in 
the enhanced oil and gas recovery process 
which also affect the revenue. 

HOW THE CARBON CAPTURE UNIT 
REVENUE IS CALCULATED 

Eric N Shelly, Fund Manager - FIC
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To summarize, our patented mobile Carbon Capture technology is gaining traction and
building market share among oil and gas producers. 

Our investors are making an environmentally friendly impact by removing high CO2
levels in natural gas and then sequestering that CO2 by injecting it into a wellbore. 

CO2 sequestration provides carbon credits that help the oil and gas companies to
reduce their carbon footprint. The use of our CO2 saturated solvent as a fracking liquid
reduces the amount of fresh water needed for enhanced oil recovery and it is actually
more effective. 

Finally, the EOR allows for increased oil and gas production without the environmental
effects of drilling new wells. Aside from the environmental impact, the solid return and
the structure of the investment allows the investor an opportunity for a substantial tax
benefit that can offset ordinary and W2 income.

SUMMARY

 4 Please check with your tax and legal professional as Sponsors do not provide tax or legal advice and the above is not intended to or should be construed as
such advice. Your specific circumstances may, and likely will, vary. 
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Freedom Impact Consulting LLC (“Sponsors”) focus on providing investors with
opportunities to create cash flow and equity investments in real estate and
environmental projects that make a difference in the communities they are
located in. These projects mainly revolve around investing in affordable housing
and, more recently, in environmentally friendly capture of CO2 and CO2
sequestration in oil and gas fields.

These investments provide investors a way to not only diversify their portfolio, but
to take more control of their financial future by giving them access to cash
flowing and tax beneficial investments they might not otherwise have access to.
Further, the investor has access to experienced individuals and teams Freedom
Impact Consulting have developed who have expertise in these investment
classes.

The purpose and goal of Freedom Impact Consulting is to create a win-win for
investors and the community through helping provide affordable housing, a
cleaner environment through CO2 capture, and an enhanced investment portfolio.
Together, Freedom Impact Consulting and investors are growing wealth while
improving communities.

About the Sponsors 
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Meet The Team

Eric Shelly: CEO & Fund Manager, FIC 
Dr. Eric N. Shelly is an entrepreneur and investor. After earning a BA in Physics at
Franklin & Marshall College and a DMD from the University of Pennsylvania, Eric
established and grew a thriving multi-doctor, multi-office dental business which has
prospered for three decades.

Eric sold his dental business and now focuses on sharing his skills, connections,
knowledge, and opportunities with successful professionals. He and his team build and
manage diversified strategic portfolios and projects targeting high yields, tax
advantages, and equity growth and preservation. 

Currently, Eric and his team are focusing on the clean energy technology space, where
they have acquired over $50 million in assets over the past 2 years. 

John Harasin: Investor Relations Manager, FIC

John Harasin obtained three degrees from the University of Michigan with a Bachelor of
Science in Biology, Master of Science in Environmental Health Studies (cell chemistry),
and a Doctorate in Dental Surgery. In 2014, John joined Freedom Founders, an
organization founded to teach health care providers how to invest in hard assets,
focused primarily on real estate to create financial freedom through cash flow
investments. He was the first member to receive the Freedom Founder’s Free For Life
Award. 

After multiple awards for demonstrating his desire to lead others and his ability to take
action, he was asked to join the Freedom Founders Leadership Team. Amongst his many
duties, John’s passion was evaluating potential members, onboarded qualifying
individuals to the group, and mentoring them on how to orchestrate their path to
financial freedom.

Gary Varney: Chief Financial Officer, FIC 
New Phase Advisory Services Managing Partner, Gary Varney, is a senior financial executive with
over 30 years of business experience in small and mid-size firms with a heavy concentration in
high-growth start-ups and early-stage enterprises. 

Gary is a Certified Public Accountant and Certified Management Accountant and earned his B.S. in
accounting from the University of Delaware. His career started in public accounting with a
Wilmington, Delaware-based regional firm.

Before creating his own consulting practice, Gary spent five years as the Vice President and Chief
Financial Officer for Leading Edge Logistics. He helped double the size of the company through
organic growth as well as acquisitions.
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Advisory Team

Mauricio Rauld: Attorney & Legal Counsel

Tim Gertz: CPA, ProVision

Roy Hill: CEO & President, CETA
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